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Time Management: A Critical Element of
Firm Success
Accurate time management plays an important role in the success of any
professional services �rm, including accounting and CPA �rms. While time
management includes solid time and billing capability, time management is much
more than simply recording ...
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Accurate time management plays an important role in the success of any professional
services �rm, including accounting and CPA �rms. While time management includes
solid time and billing capability, time management is much more than simply
recording and billing staff time. True time management also includes a method to
determine both client and �rm pro�tability, along with staff productivity.
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Then there’s time tracking. Service �rms know that accurate time tracking is the life
blood of their business, and a necessity in order to ensure that employee time is
accurately accounted for, and that clients are billed promptly. If you’re still unsure,
here are three reasons why you need time management software for your service
�rm:

1. Accurate client billing. Don’t sell your staff or your company short. Instead of just
guessing how long it will take to complete a project, tracking the time spent on
that project ensures that you will be able to bill your clients fairly and accurately. It
will also allow you to determine the pro�tability level for each project that your
�rm undertakes. This is particularly important for �rms that have multiple staff
members working on a single project.

2. The ability to offer accurate estimates. Tracking staff time over a period of time
will give you a much better idea of just how long it takes to complete a speci�c
project. That way, when you do offer an estimate to a client, it’s much more likely
to be accurate.

3. Better team and �rm management capability. The ability to determine not only
the pro�tability of a project, but of a particular staff member, or even your �rm as a
whole is only possible with a solid time management application in place.

Unfortunately, many �rms are still using spreadsheets to track time, leading to
millions in lost revenue as billable time is under-recorded, or not recorded at all.
Bill4Time, (reviewed in this issue) has estimated that �rms lose 10 percent of billable
time if time is recorded once a day, with 25 percent lost if you wait 24 hours to record
time. The fact is that employees do not �nish working on a client project and click on
their timesheet to record the time. They just don’t.

So how do you encourage your employees to track time?

By making it easy!

That’s what many time management applications are striving for in today’s market.
You may have the most intuitive, comprehensive time tracking application, but it
will do no good at all if it’s not utilized by employees. This is particularly important
in today’s workplace, where staff can often be spread out among multiple of�ces,
home of�ces, or even a hotel room. Individual timers have made it easier to track
time, but once again, are of no use if not enabled.

Individual timers can be particularly helpful once employees get into the habit of
turning them on. Ideally, your time management application will offer multiple
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timers, making it easy to continue time spent on client A, but also allow you to record
a 20-minute phone call with client B. The use of mobile timers also makes it easier to
track time, particularly for staff members that work remotely or at a client’s of�ce.
There are even programs available that simply track everything you do on your
computer throughout the day, and while they probably aren’t suitable for everyone,
if you spend a lot of time researching online, they can help with tracking immensely.

The same goes for billing. If you have no discernable method available to accurately
bill your clients, you’ll likely leave a lot of billable hours on the table.

What type of billing your �rm does also plays a role in the determining the best
application for your �rm. Today, most professional services �rms use a variety of
billing methods, which include:

Hourly Billing – Clients are billed a set hourly rate for any services rendered.
Fixed Price Billing – Clients are charged a �xed price for a speci�c service,
regardless of the time it takes to complete the service.
Value Billing – Clients are billed on perceived cost after the work has been
completed.
Value Pricing – Clients are billed on perceived cost, with pricing set prior to work
being completed.

Many professional services �rms today use a combination of these billing types, with
hourly billing remaining the most common type of billing used today, though some
�rms are beginning to introduce alternative billing methods to some of their clients.

Regardless of the method of billing your �rm uses, accurate time management
remains a necessity. Along with accurate client billing, time management
applications can provide you with invaluable insight into your business operation
and pro�tability levels while also increasing employee productivity. So put those
spreadsheets away once and for all, and let your staff start managing their time the
easy way.
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